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Online Quiz League 
 

Questions set by: Impertinax 

For use in: Cup Quarter-Final and Plate Round 3 matches played 21/04/2021 

Correct as of: 21/04/21 

 

Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 

 

 

 

Round 1 



1a Designed by Edwin Lutyens, which National Trust property in Devon was the last castle built in England? Castle DROGO 

1b Written by John Gay and first performed at a theatre directed by John Rich, which 18th century ballad opera 
was so popular that it was said to have “Made Gay rich and Rich gay”? 

The BEGGAR’S OPERA 

2a In Arthurian legend, King Arthur was mortally wounded at which battle? Battle of CAMLANN 

2b Which part of the body is studied by an ophthalmologist? EYE 

3a The first jumping event of a men’s decathlon is which event which you might associate with Mike Powell and 
Bob Beamon? 

LONG JUMP 

3b Which Spanish explorer founded the Ecuadorian city of Guayaquil and completed the first known navigation 
of the entire length of the Amazon River, which was originally named after him? 

Francisco de ORELLANA 

4a Which spring-shaped children's toy was accidentally invented in the 1940s by naval engineer Richard James, 
when trying to develop springs to support and stabilise sensitive instruments aboard ships on rough seas? 

SLINKY 

4b The father played Saul Bloom in the films Oceans Eleven and Oceans Twelve while the son directed the films 
Stand By Me, When Harry Met Sally, and Misery. What is their shared surname? 

REINER (Carl and Rob) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Round 2 

  1a Which town in Greater Manchester is known for its namesake small cake made with currants and flaky pastry? ECCLES 



1b Named for a US Secretary of State and a French Foreign minister, which 1928 pact was an international 
agreement which saw signatories promise not to use war to resolve disputes and conflicts? 

KELLOGG-BRIAND Pact 

2a One of them went on to manage in the Premier League. What is the surname of the brothers who played 
together for the Netherlands at the 1990 football World Cup in Italy? They should not be confused with the De 
Boer brothers who played together for the Netherlands at the next two World Cups. 

KOEMAN (Ronald and Erwin) 

2b Which actress, who later appeared in Eastenders, played the role of Olive in the British sitcom On The Buses? Anna KAREN 

3a Sharing his surname with a Scottish town, which American abstract expressionist is well-known for a series of 
paintings entitled Elegy to the Spanish Republic? 

Robert MOTHERWELL 

3b Also featuring Megan Thee Stallion, which female rapper achieved a 2020 Billboard Number One with the 
song WAP? She has had 5 Billboard Number Ones, including I Like It and Up. 

CARDI B 

4a Which country was the subject of Ruth Benedict’s influential 1946 anthropological work The Chrysanthemum 
and the Sword? 

JAPAN 

4b Reflected in its chemical symbol, hydrargyrum is an archaic name for which element? MERCURY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Round 3 

1a Complete the title of this 1892 book by George and Weedon Grossmith: Diary of a ...... NOBODY 



1b Several species of which North American lizard are noted for their ability to squirt blood from their eyes when 
threatened? 

HORNED lizard (accept horny 
toad) 

2a In which African country does the large majority of the Kalahari Desert lie? BOTSWANA 

2b “It's My Life” and “Life's What You Make It” are among the best-known songs of which repetitively-named 
band that was fronted by Mark Hollis? 

TALK TALK 

3a Which word, meaning ‘to laugh in a gleeful way’, was coined by Lewis Carroll in his poem Jabberwocky? CHORTLE 

3b Sharing her name with a well-known Englishwoman born in 1556, which Hollywood actress starred as Fantine 
in the 2012 film Les Misérables? 

Anne HATHAWAY 

4a Current Men's UFC Middleweight champion Israel Adesanya was born in which country? Basketball player 
Hakeem Olajuwon is from the same country. 

NIGERIA 

4b The protest of December 1773 in New England, where protesters, disguised as Native Americans, threw cargo 
from the ships Beaver, Dartmouth and Eleanor overboard in response to increased taxation is normally known 
by what name? 

BOSTON TEA PARTY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Round 4 

1a What is the name of Derbyshire's limited overs cricket team in reference to the bird that nests on Derby 
cathedral? 

Derbyshire FALCONS 



1b Often regarded as one of the best Disney songs of all time, the song A Whole New World appeared in which 
1992 film? 

ALADDIN 

2a Former Apprentice star Karren Brady is married to which former professional footballer? The man in question 
played for numerous English league clubs, including Birmingham City and Derby County during his career from 
1989 to 2009. 

Paul PESCHISOLIDO 

2b Which man, who was Australian Prime Minister from 1983 to 1991, set a world record for downing a yard of 
ale during his time at Oxford University? 

Bob HAWKE 

3a Sharing its name with an English slang word meaning ‘sleep’ or ‘nap’, what is the unit of currency in Laos? KIP 

3b The volume of which shape can be found using the formula πr2h [pi r squared h], where r is the radius and h is 
the height? 

CYLINDER 

4a Fanny Price is the main character in which novel by Jane Austen? MANSFIELD PARK 

4b Which country music star won the Academy of Country Music award for 'Top Vocal Duo' four times between 
1971 and 1976 for his work with Loretta Lynn? The man in question's biggest country hit was the 1970 release 
Hello Darlin. 

Conway TWITTY 

 

HALF-TIME - PLEASE CHANGE ORDER 

 

 

Round 5 

1a One of them went on to manage in the Premier League. What is the surname of the brothers who played 
together for Denmark at the 1998 football World Cup in France? 

LAUDRUP (Michael and Brian) 



1b Which Spanish explorer led the first European expedition deep into the territory of the modern-day United 
States, becoming the first documented European to have crossed the Mississippi River? 

Hernando de SOTO 

2a Which town in Cumbria gives its name to a peppermint confection popular with climbers and mountaineers? KENDAL 

2b The father starred as Bootstrap Bill Turner in the Pirates of the Caribbean films while the son played Eric 
Northman in the TV series True Blood. What is their shared surname? 

SKARSGARD (Stellen and 
Alexander) 

3a Now a listed building, which National Trust property in Devon was home to Agatha Christie between 1938 
and her death in 1976? 

GREENWAY Estate 

3b Which female rapper achieved a 2020 US Billboard Number One with the song Trollz? She has had numerous 
top ten hits, including Super Bass and Anaconda. 

Nicki MINAJ 

4a Who was King Arthur's illegitimate son who fought against him at the Battle of Camlann? MORDRED 

4b Reflected in its chemical symbol, stibium is an archaic name for which element? ANTIMONY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Round 6 

1a Former Coronation Street actress Helen Flanagan is engaged to which professional footballer? The man in 
question currently plays for Preston North End and has formerly played for Swansea City and Manchester City. 

Scott SINCLAIR 

1b Sharing her name with a well-known Englishwoman born in circa. 1508, which actress played the title Jane SEYMOUR 



character in the '90s TV series Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman? 

2a What is the name of Nottinghamshire's limited overs cricket team in reference to the county's association 
with Robin Hood? 

Nottinghamshire OUTLAWS 

2b Which German airship exploded at Lakehurst Naval Air Station, New Jersey in 1937 with the loss of 36 lives? HINDENBURG 

3a Complete the title of this 1921 play by Luigi Pirandello: Six Characters in Search of an ...... AUTHOR 

3b The volume of which shape can be found using the formula 4/3 πr3 [four over three pi r cubed], where r is the 
radius? 

SPHERE 

4a In which American state does the large majority of Yellowstone National Park lie? WYOMING 

4b Which country music star broke Conway Twitty's record for most number-one hits on Billboard's Country 
Chart when he achieved his 44th number one in 2009? He came to fame in 1980 with his song Unwound. 

George STRAIT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Round 7 

1a Which country was the primary subject of Claude Lévi-Strauss's influential 1955 anthropological work Tristes 
Tropiques? 

BRAZIL 

1b Which part of the body is studied by an orthodontist? TEETH 



2a Sharing his surname with an American state, which American pop artist is best-known for a famous print in 
which the letters of the word ‘love’ are arranged in a square? 

Robert INDIANA 

2b What was the title of the musical play adapted by Bertolt Brecht and Kurt Weill from Gay’s The Beggar’s 
Opera? 

The THREEPENNY OPERA or 
Die Dreigroschenoper 

3a The first throwing event of a men’s decathlon is which event which you might associate with Randy Barnes 
and Geoff Capes? 

SHOT put 

3b Which actor, who later appeared in The Last of The Summer Wine, played the role of Blakey in the British 
sitcom On The Buses? 

Stephen LEWIS 

4a Which children's modelling clay was initially developed as a wallpaper cleaner in the 1950s but became 
popular as a toy because of its lack of toxicity and mess? 

PLAY-DOH 

4b Named for a British Foreign Secretary and a French Prime Minister who proposed it, what name is given to the 
December 1935 pact which sought to find a way to end the second Italo-Ethiopian War? 

HOARE-LAVAL Pact 

 

 

 

 

 

Round 8 

1a Anne Elliot is the main character in which novel by Jane Austen? PERSUASION 

1b “This is the Day” and “Uncertain Smile” are among the best-known songs of which repetitively-named band 
fronted by Matt Johnson? 

THE THE  

2a Sharing its name with a Scottish word for a small drink, what is the unit of currency of Armenia? DRAM 



2b Among the world’s only venomous lizards are the gila monster and the four extant species of which related 
North American lizard? 

BEADED lizard 

3a Which word for an overly-intellectual but socially awkward person was first used by Dr Seuss as the name of 
an imaginary creature in his book If I Ran the Zoo? 

NERD 

3b Which Australian Prime Minister was controversially dismissed by the Governor-General in 1975? Gough WHITLAM 

4a Current Men's UFC Heavyweight champion Francis Ngannou was born in which country? Basketball player Joel 
Embiid is from the same country. 

CAMEROON 

4b Often regarded as one of the best Disney songs of all time, the song Let It Go appeared in which 2013 film? FROZEN 

 

 

IF SCORES ARE LEVEL ARE ROUND 8, SWITCH THE ORDER AND PLAY ROUND 9 

 

 

 

 

Round 9 

1a One of the greatest ever athletes from New Zealand, which horseman won Individual eventing gold medals at 
the 1984 and 1988 Olympics? He also won four gold medals at the Badminton Horse Trials. 

Mark TODD 

1b The Red and The Black is among the best-known works of which French author? STENDAHL (accept Marie-
Henri Beyle) 

2a Panam City is a famous ghost town located in which Asian country? The city was founded in the late 19th BANGLADESH 



century as a trading center of cotton fabrics during British rule. 

2b “My Sweet Lord” was a solo hit for which former member of The Beatles? George HARRISON 

3a “(Si Si) Je Suis un Rock Star” was a solo single by which former bass player for the Rolling Stones? Bill WYMAN 

3b Founded by Mongol Ilhanid rulers during the 14th century, Soltaniyeh is a ghost town located in which Asian 
country? 

IRAN 

4a Germinal is among the best-known works of which French author? Émile ZOLA 

4b One of the greatest ever athletes from New Zealand, which middle distance runner won gold medals in both 
the 800 and 1500 metres at the 1964 Olympics? 

Peter SNELL 

 

 
IF SCORES ARE STILL LEVEL AFTER ROUND 9, ASK THE BELOW QUESTION TO THE TEAM CAPTAINS 

WHOEVER IS CLOSEST WILL PROGRESS 

PLEASE NOTIFY JON STITCHER WHO HAS WON IF THE MATCH GOES TO A TIEBREAK QUESTION AS THE SCORER CANNOT HANDLE THIS YET 

 

NEAREST THE BULL: 

 

As of the 15th April 2021, how many episodes of Question Time have been broadcast? 

 

Ans: 1,477 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spares 

1 In 2005, who did Angela Merkel replace as Chancellor of Germany? Gerhard SCHROEDER 

2 Two Greek letters begin with the letter 'O': Omega and which other? OMICRON 

3 The 1970s US sitcom Laverne & Shirley was a spin-off from which other successful series? HAPPY DAYS 

4 Traditionally, the river running through which US city is dyed green each year to celebrate St Patrick's Day? CHICAGO 

 


